The complexity of current day embedded systems is steadily on the rise due to innovative content consumption applications. Embedded systems have to be adaptable and scalable to meet the unique resource demands of such applications to deliver satisfactory performance. Effective sharing of system resources by content consumption applications is imperative for user satisfaction. In this paper, we address the challenge of coming up with a design for an efficient scheduler for Multiple Application and Multi-threaded polymorphic embedded system with user satisfaction as its objective function. Randomly generated application graphs serve as benchmarks to evaluate the performance of the proposed polymorphic scheduler framework. We also discuss the impact of our scheduler on the user satisfaction of a multimedia application as a real world case study. The performance enhancements obtained using the proposed greedy polymorphic thread scheduling algorithm are demonstrated by comparison against classical approaches such as First Come First Serve(FCFS) and priority scheduling schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile computing platforms are rapidly out-pacing traditional computing platforms such as personal computers in both content consumption and content creation capabilities [12, 22] . Microprocessor design for embedded computing has been in lock step to adapt to the resource needs of emerging content consumption applications in mobile devices. Energy and power consumption of such applications is an example of one such resource. Design constraints have shifted, from speed vs area trade off for desktop computing chips to speed vs power trade Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. CASES '11, October 9-14, 2011 off for current embedded computing chips [7] , to make mobile computing products a reality. To balance power budget for embedded platforms, heterogeneous and homogeneous processing cores have been introduced into the hardware architecture of such platforms [7] . These processing cores often implement power critical functions in custom hardware to avoid draining battery power. The authors in [8] provide evidence of energy reduction by implementing sub-algorithms of popular H.264 video encoder in customized functional units. Hardware techniques such as in [7, 8] have reached their limits in balancing optimization goals versus efficient use of customized resources. Designers still have the other edge of the sword, namely software techniques at operating system level and application level, to further expand the search space for optimization in embedded systems. We believe that synergy between software techniques and hardware techniques will efficiently utilize the state of art mobile system architectures [6] currently being developed. As noted in [8] , our research in this paper falls in the category of exploring new methodologies for embedded system design.
Current software platforms such as iPhone and Android architecture [6] for mobile systems continue to adopt desktop computing model for various design aspects of operating system and applications that execute on such systems. For example, Android OS which is a recent OS for mobile/embedded systems is a modified extension of Linux kernel with an updated software stack. The scheduler and application layer are unchanged from traditional Linux developed decades earlier. Such models have been noted to suffer from poor utilization of underlying powerful hardware architecture [5] of embedded systems. As noted in [5] , the scheduler of embedded systems have to be intelligent and reflect the characteristics of the applications using the underlying OS. However in [5] , the authors make scheduler design more complicated by trying to map applications to unique features of underlying hardware. This also leads to portability issues due to ever changing technology. In contrast, our methodology requires that the application design be changed to reflect the changing needs of the embedded system. Scheduler design is simpler in our case as compared to [5] in that the properties of the application are the only parameters to be manipulated by the scheduler to achieve the desired objective function.
In this paper, we propose a novel embedded design methodology in which applications are designed to have polymorphic capability to efficiently utilize heterogeneous embedded hardware platforms. We model applications to have different morphisms that can utilize the optimization opportunities offered by the heterogeneous system at that point in time. This intuition nicely decouples software development and reduces the burden on the scheduler thus simplifying its design. As a general paradigm, we propose the novel idea that application should morph into any morphism to map into the free resources available in the underlying hardware platform. Our techniques are targeted towards Network-on-chip type of hardware architecture where there are multiple types of processing nodes such as CPU, IP and FPGA fabric. We implement key changes in application design and scheduler design for evaluating our method-ology in a Network-on-chip style simulation system. In content consumption systems such as handhelds, the user has higher degree of interaction with the embedded system as compared to desktop systems. We also propose a User satisfaction based scheduling model wherein the user satisfaction is modeled to reflect the physical limits of unconstrained resource allocation to certain mobile applications. Section 2 discusses polymorphic computing paradigm.
POLYMORPHIC COMPUTING
Advancements in embedded systems technology have pushed the domain of software applications in mobile systems to include compute intensive applications such as real time video conferencing, live TV, audio applications. It is imperative that such systems achieve synergy between application design and hardware architecture to get reasonable performance for all these variegated applications which have unique resource requirements. For example, to keep power requirements of video applications within the power budget several compute intensive functions such as discrete cosine transform (DCT), motion estimation are implemented in custom hardware in embedded chips. Similarly, the authors in [8] have experimented with various sub-algorithms of H.264 encoder in custom hardware to optimize energy consumption. We can generalize this heterogeneous paradigm to a powerful platform with programmable cores that can support either hardware or software functionalities. Our assumption is that each core can be a CPU or an FPGA fabric. A function such as DCT (used in MPEG decoding/encoding) can be implemented in software or hardware depending on the constraints imposed on the embedded system at a specific point in time. Further, the DCT implementation may be optimized for speed, area or power or some combination of these. Network on chip (NoC) on system-on-chip (SoC) is an example of such an architecture. NoC is poised to become the leading communication architecture paradigm for next generation heterogeneous and homogeneous system-on-chip technology [4] . Hence, our work targets scheduling of threads on NoC style communication model on SoC for embedded chips.
Polymorphic computing paradigm emerges as a direct consequence of NoC architecture with programmable cores. In such an NoC platform, a unit of computation, UoC (such as process, thread, function) need not be statically bound to either a hardware or software implementation. For example, consider an application A1 designed with 5 threads (T1, T2, . . . , T5 ) and application A2 with 4 functions (F1, F2, . . . , F4). In this example, the unit of computation for application A1 is threads and for A2 it is functions. In this case, we argue that thread T1 of A1 and function F1 of A2 have no reason to be statically implemented as software or hardware. This is the traditional desktop paradigm for software applications that is being currently used for embedded systems. The crux of our paradigm is such bindings can be made dynamically. We believe that dynamic binding of unit of computation to a core of NoC platform will efficiently utilize resources and it takes application design to the next level as compared to traditional desktop application design methodology. To support dynamic bindings and communication among the units of computation, the NoC system has to be relocatable. Relocatability virtualizes the NoC platform in the same way physical memory is virtualized in desktop applications. We have developed such an NoC simulator to assess the performance and placement metrics of a suite of benchmark applications. The design of polymorphic thread scheduler is explored for a NoC system and evaluated in this paper. The importance of a scheduler becomes very apparent when we think of the several morphisms for the unit of computations that can potentially exist in the system.
In polymorphic context, morphisms for unit of computation (UoC) are alternate ways of implementing the UoC functionality. An UoC's morphism decides the resource consumption for it and its contribution to the application's performance metric. The morphisms differ in their resource requirements to realize a UoC's functionality. For illustration, let us assume a thread (a UoC) has three morphisms. The first thread morphism can be tuned for faster execution, second optimized for memory storage, while the third might be designed to operate in a power-saver mode. Moreover, a thread's behavior could be implemented in software or hardware. Multiple software implementations are possible for a thread by changing the algorithm used to realize a thread's functionality. The burden is on the scheduler to choose an appropriate morphism for the unit of computation depending on the optimization goal of interest. Our choice for optimization is the User Satisfaction which is explained in section 4. User satisfaction is an appropriate goal for embedded system due to several physical limits of the user itself. Hence, it often does not make sense to allocate resources to an application when there is no increase in the user's perceived satisfaction from the extra resource. The scheduler maps these resource requirements into a member of the power set of morphisms of the application to maximize the user satisfaction for that application. Content consumption applications based on video and audio technology are constrained by the human perceptual model. Human perceptual model has been judiciously exploited to compress video and audio data. Our user satisfaction function aims to extend the human perceptual model into the scheduling domain of content consumption embedded systems. The scheduler decides on the appropriate morphism choice for a thread depending on current resource availability and the thread's relative priority in order to achieve enhanced user satisfaction.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The related literature for the proposed work is summarized in section 3. Section 4 elaborates on the characteristics of sigmoid functions which form the basis of the polymorphic thread scheduler framework. Section 5 expands on the application model in polymorphic computing. Section 6 explains our scheduler objective function expressed as user satisfaction. Section 7 explores marginal utility model to resolve resource contention. Scheduler algorithm is discussed in section 8. Our simulation framework and results are highlighted in section 9, 10 and 12. We recap the gist of the paper in section 13.
RELATED WORK
The review of related work for this paper is sub-divided into three categories − 1) Hybrid reconfigurable systems (HRS) is our target hardware architecture, 2) sigmoid function which we use for modeling user satisfaction in polymorphic applications, and 3) scheduling heuristics which is implemented in our polymorphic scheduler.
Hybrid reconfigurable systems − HRS is a hardware platform in which reconfigurable fabric is interspersed with high performance CPU cores. HRS takes embedded design in a new direction compared to traditional programming models and operating systems for hybrid systems which have treated CPU cores as masters and the reconfigurable fabrics as slaves. Programming models for HRS such as H-threads model in [3] [18] have introduced abstraction at the process level. The H-threads programming model abstracts the FPGA/CPU components to form a unified multiprocessor architecture platform. Hence, the designer is freed from specifying and embedding platform specific instructions for communicating across the Hardware Software Interface. However, the H-threads model falls short of investigating the important parts of embedded system design such as the scheduler, dynamic binding of unit of computation, virtualization and relocatability. We investigate these design issues in polymorphic design paradigm. Another limitation of H-threads is that it is designed for a single bus based system unlike polymorphic paradigm where we consider more powerful NoC based embedded systems. The other relevant works on operating system design for HRS is discussed in [13] , [14] , [15] . In general, the embedded system designer can realize a thread's functionality using multiple morphisms. The polymorphic thread scheduler design helps the embedded system designer explore such design spaces.
In the proposed work, we accomplish the task of maximizing user satisfaction by modeling it using the sigmoid function. The work by [16] have used sigmoid function for modeling user satisfaction. The effectiveness of sigmoid function lies in modeling variations between user satisfaction and service quality as mentioned in [21] , [23] . Depending on the Quality of Service (QOS) offered by an application, the corresponding user satisfaction changes. [1] addresses the issue of increasing user satisfaction by preempting resources from other applications. When higher priority applications need to be executed, lesser privileged applications are preempted. [16] [17] model user satisfaction/dissatisfaction using user irritation, i.e., the amount of performance degradation or delay the user is willing to tolerate. [16] [17] classify the traffic for user applications into conversational, interactive and background. Each user class supports all services with different commitment depending on the delay, the user is willing to tolerate for each traffic class. In our work, we use sigmoid function to describe user's perceived satisfaction from the different applications in the embedded system. The characteristic of sigmoid function is exploited to reduce resource allocation to application's unit of computation whose marginal utility does not improve upon marginal resource allocation. In content consumption embedded systems, we believe sigmoid function reflects the fact that audio and video applications do not benefit from resource allocation beyond human physical limitation to perceive the improvement in quality.
Priority scheduling has been predominantly employed for task scheduling in traditional real systems. The traditional models for resource allocation in real-time embedded systems are based on periodic or sporadic execution model. [2] , [11] , [19] , [20] discuss the aperiodic and sporadic resource allocation models. In the case of Rate Monotonic Scheduling(RMS) scheme, tasks which have high recurrence rates receive precedence over tasks with low frequency rates. The RMS scheduling approach is detailed in [9] and [11] . In the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling strategy, the scheduler must ensure that all tasks complete execution before their specified deadlines. [10] and [19] elaborate on the Earliest Deadline Scheduling(EDS) technique. But the priority scheduling scheme used in the EDF and RMS schemes suffers from a number of shortcomings. In the case of static priority scheduling, tasks are assigned priorities which remain the same throughout the task's execution. Priority scheduling performs badly for tasks whose run-time behavior deviates significantly from its expected or design time behavior. Moreover the behavior of these tasks may vary with respect to time and the number of tasks in the system. The user-satisfaction based resource allocation scheme employed by the proposed polymorphic thread scheduler addresses the above issues, offering significant performance benefits over classical scheduling schemes. The next section elaborates on user satisfaction and how it is modeled using the sigmoid function.
MODELING USER SATISFACTION
We use sigmoid function to model user's perceived satisfaction from an embedded system. Our argument in favor of this model is explained below by comparing the properties of the sigmoid function (see Figure 1 ) with user's perceived satisfaction.
Lower Knee − In any embedded system, user perceived satisfaction, which is a function of the application throughput, is what matters the most. The aim of an embedded system designer is to maximize this user-perceived satisfaction. Since there is a limit to the perception of the human senses, there is a lower bound on the performance metric, below which, there is zero or no user satisfaction. In other words, this marks the lower threshold of the performance metric, below which human perceived satisfaction is zero as shown in Figure 1 for a sigmoid function. Upper Knee − In a similar manner, human eye cannot distinguish marginal user satisfaction increase obtained due to additional performance gains beyond a particular point. This establishes the upper bound or the upper knee in the S-shaped sigmoid curve as shown in Figure 1 . Above this region, the user is unable to perceive any notable increase in performance. Middle Region − The middle region between these lower and upper threshold values is the most interesting and rewarding one, where a marginal increase in performance metric exhibits at least a linear(for some region, non-linear) increase in user satisfaction.
Typical embedded systems (for example iPhone and Android based systems) applications such as voice perception, audio and video applications exhibit the above behavior. Sigmoid function captures the user experience for all these applications. The user satisfaction function, represented by u(t), modeled using the sigmoid function has a characteristic S-shaped curve and the mathematical equation is as follows.
In the above equation, c0, c1 are constants. The term t is the controlled input parameter for sigmoid function, representing the normalized throughput in our case. We will assume the UoC of applications is thread for the rest of this discussion. T HRmax is the maximum throughput among all the thread morphisms for an application. T HRmin is the thread morphism with minimum throughput. T HR mid is the thread morphism with median throughput. Normalized throughput t, where −1 ≤ t ≤ 1, is given by the following expression.
Since normalized throughput is the parameter in the sigmoid function, user satisfaction is a function of normalized throughput. The normalized throughput value helps in achieving a bounded value for sigmoid function due to convergence of the Taylor series for the above equation. Throughput information is provided by the embedded system designer in form of a morphism table, which is discussed in Section 9.
The value of sigmoid function is bounded between 0 and 1 and hence the user satisfaction is bounded in our model. For example, consider a user watching or playing a movie with DVD clarity. In this case, user satisfaction would have already reached its peak and any further increase in clarity is unlikely to be perceived by the end user. This point is chosen as the upper threshold. Beyond this point, there is no significant increase in user satisfaction with increase in application's performance metric. The sigmoid function clearly captures this behavior. Another reason for choosing this function is because it is defined at all points for parameter t. The sigmoid function therefore helps in clearly establishing the lower and upper bounds for performance metric. This is novel in polymorphic design paradigm since there has been no clear way to establish these performance metric bounds in other existing work on embedded systems design.
The graph in Figure 1 shows the plot of the user satisfaction function versus the application's performance metric, namely throughput, for the discussion in this section.
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Figure 1: User Satisfaction vs Throughput
In the sigmoid function equation, assume that the value for constants c0 and c1 are 1. The value of the sigmoid function can be approximated using the following Taylor series expansion.
We know that −1 ≤ t ≤ 1 and due to the constraints that the scheduler must make decisions quickly, we can approximate the value of the user satisfaction by considering the first N terms. In general, the scheduling algorithm itself should not be an overhead, hence the first three or four terms in the Taylor series expansion are considered to evaluate the user satisfaction function.
APPLICATION MODEL AND STATE TRANSITION GRAPH
In this section, we describe the application model used in the polymorphic thread scheduler. The application model in Figure 2 depicts a typical scenario in an embedded system with multiple applications. The system framework consists of N multi-threaded applications A0, A1 . . . An−1, with each application Ai having pi threads. The morphism space for thread Ti,j, 0 ≤ j < pi, is denoted by Ti,j,r where 0 ≤ r < mi,j. Here, mi,j denotes the morphism space for the thread Ti,j.
We introduce the notion of an Application State Transition Graph (ASTG), to capture the asynchronous nature of external events in an embedded system. Here, a state is labeled with an n-bit vector, where the i th bit represents if application Ai, 0 ≤ i < n, is active or not. In general, only a fraction of the entire space of 2 n states are feasible, due to the design constraints enforced by the embedded systems designer. The embedded system design is greatly simplified, as the resource allocation problem has to be only solved at each state in the Application State Transition Graph(ASTG). Figure 2 demonstrates the graph with two applications in the embedded system, namely video and phone. Initially the system is in the idle or start state S0, which reflects no user activity. When the user wants to watch a video or a movie, a state transition occurs from state S0 to state S1. When the system is in state S0, and if the user receives a phone call, a state transition occurs to state S2. This is an indication, that the user is attending a phone call and is not engaged in any other activity. When the user is watching a video, and if there is a phone call, the system allows both these applications to co-exist and transitions to state S3. Switching between different states in the graph in figure 2 invokes the scheduler to determine if resource and morphism constraints are satisfied. The scheduler then chooses a morphism, mi,j,r, for each thread Ti,j to enable a state transition. The next section describes scheduling in Real time systems and discusses polymorphic thread scheduling in detail. 
POLYMORPHIC THREAD SCHEDULER
Thread scheduling poses a lot of challenges in a polymorphic embedded system environment. When multiple applications are active, with each application consisting of multiple threads, the question is which thread from which application is to be scheduled. The problem's complexity increases when there is more than one morphism possible for a thread. The scheduler's job is to decide the admissible set of threads (which can be admitted into the system) as well as to come up with morphism choices for ready to run threads. Polymorphic design paradigm brings out our novel scheduler's design criteria which is to choose morphisms. We formulate an objective function for the multi-threaded multiple application framework where user satisfaction is the optimization metric. This objective function aids in making resource allocation decisions and establishes the underlying application model. The rest of this section discusses finer details of polymorphic thread Scheduler design.
Thread Control Flow Graph
We introduce the concepts of thread control flow graph and scaling factor in this section which forms the basis for the thread scheduler's objective function. We first build the objective function S for a single multithreaded application. The scheduler chooses to optimize the performance metric for an application, e.g. system or network throughput. Throughput is expressed in terms of frames/sec or network throughput bytes/sec for video and network applications. The scheduler's goal is to maximize this throughput at the sink node(see Figure 3) . This is because of the fact that an application's actual user satisfaction can be perceived only at the sink node. In our system, a subset of N multithreaded applications can be active at any time instant. A single multithreaded application's functionality can be represented using a data structure called as thread control flow graph. The graph clearly captures the computational and communication flow between threads constituting an application. Nodes in the graph represent the threads and the edges between nodes at different levels denote the scaling factor corresponding to each thread. Each of these threads are designed by application designers for multiple morphisms.
Scaling Factor
Let us introduce the utility of scaling factor associated with a particular thread. The scaling factor determines the computational throughput units of a particular thread required to generate one computational throughput unit at the sink node. For instance, for a video application if 1 frame at the output of a thread Ti,j, results in 1 frame at the output of the sink thread then scaling factor si,j = 1. If f (Ai) represents the performance metric for application Ai, the aim of the local optimization function is to maximize si,j * f (Ai). The scaling factor projects the computational throughput of a set of active threads for a given application to the computational throughput at the sink thread assuming no further resource constrained degradation occurs. An application's actual user satisfaction is perceivable only at the sink node in the thread control flow graph and the scheduler's goal is to maximize it. Therefore the maximization of performance metric problem is mapped into a local optimization problem. Since the scaling factor is a normalized metric, for any thread j, 0 ≤ j < pi, we have 0 ≤ s i,j,k ≤ 1. Here, k denotes the edge associated with a particular thread j and i is the thread index. If the total number of outgoing edges from thread j is e then 0 ≤ k < e.
Objective Function
The following approach is adopted to model the system behavior. As the first step, we model the behavior of a single multi-threaded application and then generalize the approach to model the system behavior of N applications. An application A0's functionality is represented by a thread control flow graph is illustrated in Figure 3 . The nodes in the graph represent the threads and the edges denote the scaling factors associated with the threads. One interesting fact to note is that a thread's contribution to the overall application throughput is dependent on the threads and edges which are active at any time instant(active cut). From Figure 3 , it is evident that a thread could be part of several cuts at different time instants.
For Let us consider a single multi-threaded application A 0 having pi threads, T0,j for 0 ≤ j < pi. Let the performance metric be throughput, for these threads, denoted by T HR(T0,j). A thread's throughput can be decided only when a corresponding morphism has been selected for it. The sink node in the thread control flow graph is where the user satisfaction for an application can be perceived. Hence, the maximization problem of performance metric is mapped into a local optimization problem, where we project the effect of currently executing threads on the application's actual user satisfaction.
Let the threads present in the cut C2 for application A0 be active. Hence, threads T0,1, T0,2, T0,5 are waiting in the ready queue and their scaling factors, s0,1,0, s0,2,0, s0,5,0 are 0.5, 0.5 and 0.4 respectively. A greedy approach is adopted, where an application's throughput is approximated or estimated based on the throughputs of the active set of threads. The application designer knows the resource requirements of each thread morphism and hence its corresponding throughput T HR(T0,j) can be determined using a table lookup. Let us determine thread T0,2's relative contribution to the overall throughput considering that cut C2 is active.
s0,2,0
The value computed above, is the contribution of thread T0,2 to the overall throughput and varies for each morphism r where 0 ≤ r < mi,j , denoted by T HR(T0,2,r). Let us restate the maximization problem in terms of the throughput of a thread morphism, namely T HR(T0,j,r). Our aim is to maximize the objective function given below.
Ready(T i,j ) = 1 if thread j is in ready to run 0 otherwise M0,j,r is a Boolean variable, which represents if morphism r of a thread j is active or not in the current scheduling cycle. The maximum number of morphisms possible for a thread is given by m0,j. In general, the performance metric for a thread is denoted by f (T0,j). The performance metric makes more sense, when it is specific to a thread morphism and is denoted by f0,j,r. The objective function can be modified as follows.
Constraints
The scheduling algorithm is bounded by following constraints. Constraint 1 − The scheduler has to ensure that at most one morphism for a thread can be active during a scheduling cycle, by enforcing a constraint on the value of M0,j,r, i.e.,
M0,j,r ≤ 1, where ∀j, 0 ≤ j < pi. Constraint 2 − The sum of the total number of resources of each type allocated to all the active threads in the application can never exceed the total number of resources present in the system. Let q resource types R0, R1 . . . , Rq−1 be present in the system. Each resource type can represent memory, processing units or I/O devices. If resi,j,r,a represents the number of resource units of type Ra allocated to thread j, 0 ≤ j < pi, in application A0, where resource type a ∈ {0, 1, 2 . . . q − 1}, the second constraint is as follows.
User Satisfaction as Objective Function
U serSat(NormT HR(T0,j,r)) denotes the normalized user satisfaction increase obtained due to a thread morphism and is given by the following expression.
Substituting the Sigmoid function for the User Satisfaction function, we have the following expression.
HR(T 0,j,mid )−T HR(T 0,j,r ) T HR(T 0,j,max )−T HR(T 0,j,min ) *
Ready(T 0,j ) * M0,j,r (9)
Generalizing the above expression for N applications in the system, we have the following equation for the overall user satisfaction for an embedded system.
HR(T i,j,mid )−T HR(T i,j,r ) T HR(T i,j,max )−T HR(T i,j,min ) *
Ready(T
i,j ) * Mi,j,r(10)
MODELING RESOURCE CONTENTION
This section explains how contention is resolved in a multiple application A0, A1, . . . , An−1 scenario, highlighting the advantages of our marginal utility approach. For ease of explanation, the problem is illustrated by considering two applications A0, A1 with S0, S1, being the performance metrics corresponding to these two applications. Let u0(S0), u1(S1) denote the user satisfaction functions of these two applications, expressed as a function of their performance metrics. S0(A0, morph1, morph2), S1(A1, morph1, morph2) represent the performance metrics for the applications expressed as a function of morphisms, where morph1, morph2 are any two morphism.
A normalized function is needed which must account for an application's user satisfaction changes, considering the amount of resources assigned to it. In order to resolve resource contention among the currently executing application set, our scheduling algorithm adopts the following strategy. The application which yields higher marginal utility in user satisfaction per unit of allocated resource would be allocated its requested resources. Hence the idea behind marginal utility approach is that, when a thread undergoes a morphism change there is a change in the performance metric. The corresponding change in the performance metric reflects a change in the application's user satisfaction function, which is captured by the sigmoid function. Changes in user satisfaction and performance metric are expressed through partial differential equations. Morphism change for application A0 is denoted by ∂M0. Performance metric changes are denoted by ∂S0. As the performance metric changes, there are variations in the user satisfaction function represented by ∂u0. Change in user satisfaction with respect to performance metric for the applications is given by . The marginal utility for the 2 applications are given by the following equations.
The component
, can be approximated by the following method. For each polymorphic thread in the ready queue, corresponding to the application A0, the throughput differences between morphisms is averaged out. In other words, the second term's approximation is given by the following equation, where morph1, morph2 are any two morphism table entries corresponding to thread Ti,j.
The marginal increase in user satisfaction for each application is computed taking all resource types into consideration. Whichever application yields higher marginal utility in user satisfaction receives more precedence during resource allocation. A common currency to determine marginal utility per unit resource is needed, for resolving resource contention across multiple applications.
SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a greedy scheduler algorithm. The scheduler ready queue maintains the threads from the multiple applications which are ready for execution in the next time slot. The scheduling algorithm has tables to maintain information about the different thread morphisms. Morphism tables (see Figure 4) are maintained for each thread j, 0 ≤ j < pi, of every application Ai, 0 ≤ i < n in the system. The entries in the morphism table are sorted in decreasing order of their performance metric(throughput). There is a column to index the different morphisms for a thread and the subsequent columns store details about the amount of resources required for its execution and throughput of the thread morphism.
Depending on the start index into the row of the morphism tables for the threads, the scheduler can adopt different scheduling heuristics for choosing morphisms for each thread. We have evaluated the following heuristics − 1) Bottommost traversal − The start index is the bottommost morphism entry for all the threads in the active cut. The throughput for thread morphisms increases as we move from bottom to top in a thread morphism table, 2) Topmost traversal − The start index in the morphism table is the topmost or first morphism entry. If resource violations occur, all the indexes into tables are moved one level down for each thread, 3) Top variation traversal − This scheduling heuristic is a variation of the topmost traversal approach. The thread in the feasible set with minimum decrease in user satisfaction per unit resource undergoes morphism changes, 4) Binary search traversal − The starting point for this heuristic is at the middle of the morphism tables for threads in the ready queue. The resource requirements for threads are summed up and if resource constraints are not satisfied, thread pointers are moved down to row index current + (rows -1)/2. Here, current denotes the current row index and rows is the total number of rows present in the each thread's morphism table.
The sequence in which the different scheduler modules will be invoked is described below. table based on a scheduling heuristic.The aim of the scheduler algorithm is to move higher up in the morphism table because throughput increases as we move up the table which is directly proportional to user satisfaction.
Determine the start index in the morphism
2. Check whether resource requirements are satisfied for threads in the active cut. To accomplish this step, resource requirements for each thread in the ready queue are summed up for every resource type. A resource check is done to ensure resource constraints are satisfied.
3. User satisfaction is calculated using the equation in Section 6.5 for every thread in the ready queue. Intuitively, at any time instant, only a single morphism can be assigned to a thread. The absolute value for total user satisfaction is obtained for threads in the active cut.
4. The scheduler needs to determine if any thread can undergo morphism transition. In order to know this information, the feasible set is computed. Feasible set contains threads from multiple applications when they satisfy two conditions -1) there should be a possibility for a morphism switch. There should be some morphism entry for the application thread, above the currently assigned morphism in the morphism table, to which transition may occur. 2) After morphism transition, resource constraints should be satisfied. Threads in the ready queue which do not satisfy these two conditions are not part of the feasible set.
5. Determine the marginal increase in user satisfaction per unit resource for threads in the feasible set. The thread identifier with the maximum increase in user satisfaction per unit resource undergoes morphism transition.
6. Update morphism table for the thread to indicate that it has undergone morphism transition. The updated user satisfaction value for thread is calculated. The algorithm proceeds in an iterative fashion until the feasible set is empty.
SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
Due to the lack of industry standard embedded system benchmarks that can be used with our proposed framework, we use random graphs to represent characteristic embedded applications. A test suite of random graphs represented using adjacency matrices are generated to test the polymorphic thread scheduler. The characteristics of typical multimedia applications such as video, audio etc. are analyzed and incorporated in our random graph generation algorithm. This analysis helps to determine the lower and upper bounds on the total number of nodes, levels and the nodes at a particular level similar to that of real applications. We also evaluate our methodology on a in house threaded implementation of mp3 and mpeg to demonstrate the results on real world applications.
In our scheduler framework, the common performance metric across all the multi-threaded applications is throughput. For example, in many embedded system applications such as movie players, streaming video, video chatting etc. frame rate is a parameter which clearly captures user experience. Hence, throughput expressed in frames/sec is used as the discrete parameter in the sigmoid function. Figure 4 presents the simulation framework for the polymorphic embedded systems scheduler in finer detail. An embedded system simulator has been developed and implemented. A ready queue data structure is maintained which keeps track of threads from multiple applications which are ready to run at the current scheduling time slice. The threads from different applications have a random arrival pattern when they enter the ready queue. The other input data structures to the embedded systems scheduler are morphism tables and the random thread flow graphs corresponding to the N multithreaded applications, which are active in the system.
A resource allocation module is invoked by the scheduler to check if resource constraints hold. The scheduler framework output is the final morphism assignment for threads in the active cut along with their individual and the total user satisfaction.
Figure 4: Components of Scheduler framework
Morphism tables form one of the essential inputs to the scheduler algorithm. The thread morphism tables should reflect characteristics of commonly run algorithms on embedded system. The entries in the thread morphism tables should have variation patterns resembling the properties of an algorithm class. The number of rows in a morphism table or thread morphisms is also decided randomly. There are five classes of algorithms, based on which morphism table patterns are generated. When morphism table entries adhere to an algorithm class pattern, it helps us conclusively decide which greedy scheduling heuristic performs best for an algorithm class. Extensive simulations using these morphism classes and application benchmarks reveal that the proposed polymorphic scheduler framework offers significant performance improvements in terms of user satisfaction over other classical scheduling approaches. The different algorithm classes which serve as basis for morphism table generation are as follows -1) Matrix Manipulation class, 2) Sorting Algorithm class, 3) Polynomial class, 4) Multiplication algorithms class, and 5) GCD algorithms class.
Congestion in an embedded system is analogous to the total number of applications running concurrently along with an application. The target application is the application of interest whose performance characteristics need to be analyzed or observed. The target application is randomly chosen from the currently running active set of applications. In this case, context size refers to the total number of applications running in the system along with the target application. In the proposed polymorphic thread scheduler, the value of the objective function (user satisfaction) is plotted against the context size. Embedded system applications are driven by use case scenarios created by the user. Use case scenarios define the way a system responds to a request that originates from outside of that system. A typical use case scenario is considered, where an embedded system user intends to run an MP3 application along with other applications such as video, phone call etc. The end user's interest lies in analyzing the variations in user satisfaction exhibited by this application, during varying system loads (context size). The context size in the system varies as applications leave or enter the system, assuming the original MP3 application is still actively running. The performance of the MP3 application can be analyzed by plotting its user satisfaction behavior for the different greedy scheduling heuristics. The results ( Figure 5 ) demonstrate that as computational load increases, the greedy scheduling heuristics outperform the classical thread scheduling schemes FCFS and priority scheduling.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The advantages of the proposed greedy polymorphic thread scheduling algorithm for different algorithm classes are demonstrated by comparison against conventional thread scheduling approaches like FCFS and priority scheduling schemes. The proposed greedy scheduling algorithm performs better than the classical thread scheduling approaches. This is due to the fact that when resource violations occur, the greedy scheduling approach accepts threads into the ready queue in the decreasing order of user satisfaction. In such a situation, only the threads that maximize the user satisfaction function are admitted into the system. Hence, the greedy scheduling approach is more effective in enhancing user satisfaction than the conventional scheduling strategies. Recall that the dynamic context of workloads that run concurrently with the target application affects its resource availability and performance. Our extensive experiments suggest that the user satisfaction enhancing greedy scheduling heuristics improve task scheduling in a multiple application, multithreaded polymorphic environment. In the following sections, we discuss experimental results, where graphs are plotted with user satisfaction for the target application against the context size. The target application is the application whose user satisfaction is to be analyzed. The x-axis denotes the context size which is the number of applications running concurrently along with the target application in the system.
Matrix Manipulation Class − The common matrix algorithms examined are matrix inversion, determinant and matrix multiplication. We conclude from the first chart in figure 5 that for the matrix class of algorithms the binary search traversal option has higher increase in user satisfaction when compared to other scheduling heuristics. The next best scheduling heuristic for this algorithm class is the topmost scheduling heuristic which comes close to the binary search traversal in terms of achieving marginal user satisfaction. This is closely followed by the bottommost traversal approach. The bottommost scheduling heuristic suffers the least, whereas top-variation scheduling heuristic suffers the most. We examine why binary scheduling heuristic performs better than the bottommost and other scheduling heuristics in the following.
The throughput for each thread can respond differently to increased resources in the following sense. With a single resource type, a graph is plotted with resource type on the x-axis and throughput on the y-axis. For some applications, in this graph, the throughput gains may be in bursts. A very good example of this kind of a behavior can be found in application threads that have smaller data structures nested within bigger data structures. After the inner data structure fits in the cache, the application may not show any throughput improvement until the bigger data structure can fully fit into the cache. Let us denote these application threads as class A. Application threads without the bursts or step increase in throughput are categorized as Class B. Class B threads may exhibit a monotonic or linear relationship between throughput and resources. When there is a mix of Class A and B application threads in an active cut, the bottommost traversal approach will allocate more resources to application threads in Class B. Within a local peephole window, the linear return on resources for Class B threads appears to be more attractive than the sub linear return for Class A. This would result in starvation for applications in Class A. Until the Class A application threads reach a point, where bursty throughput in a super linear region appears, the bottommost scheduling heuristic keeps allocating resources to Class B application threads. This results in an unbalanced or skewed resource allocation among application threads, resulting in a sub-optimal solution in terms of user satisfaction. But, this may necessarily not be the case with binary search scheduling heuristic, since the starting position in the morphism table is at the median of the morphism entries for all threads. Since the greedy scheduling algorithm is applied initially at this point, it results in a near uniform allocation state for the binary scheduling heuristic. ) and O(n log n). The second chart in figure 5 plots the user satisfaction behavior for an application in the sorting class against the context size which is the number of applications running concurrently in the system. The performance of the greedy scheduling heuristics implemented by the polymorphic thread scheduler is compared against conventional thread scheduling techniques. For the sorting class of algorithms, the bottommost traversal heuristic outperforms the other scheduling heuristics. The next best scheduling heuristic which comes close to the bottommost traversal in achieving significant user satisfaction gain is the topmost scheduling heuristic. For the scheduling heuristics under consideration, the value for the target application's user satisfaction is averaged over 50 iterations. The second result graph in figure 5 clearly demonstrates that with increase in computational load, the greedy scheduling heuristics outperform classical thread scheduling schemes, namely FCFS and priority scheduling.
We will analyze the behavior of bottommost scheduling heuristic in the following. When there is a mix of Class A and C class B application threads in an active cut, the bottom most traversal approach will allocate more resources to application threads in Class B. But the sorting algorithm class consists primarily of threads from Class B. Hence, the bottommost scheduling heuristic outperforms the other scheduling heuristics. For the sorting class, priority scheduling outperforms FCFS scheduling. As shown in Figure 5 , regardless of the context size, priority scheduling outperforms FCFS scheduling heuristics for this algorithm class. Note that the thread priority, typically a static attribute, and the thread order in the ready queue, a dynamic attribute, are not necessarily correlated.
Polynomial Manipulation Class − This algorithm class for morphism tables generation finds the GCD for two polynomials of degree n, with fixed-size polynomial coefficients. The time complexities of the thread morphisms in this class are O(n 2 ) and O(n(log n) 2 log log n). The third chart in figure  5 plots the user satisfaction behavior for a target application in the polynomial manipulation class against the context size. The general observation from these graphs is that even though binary search traversal approach performs better when the context size is low, it is affected by performance degradations as context size increases. The bottommost traversal approach also undergoes reductions in user satisfaction and stabilizes with increase in context size. Overall from these results, we can conclude that for this algorithm class, the bottommost traversal heuristic has higher increase in user satisfaction compared to the other approaches. Intuitively, one can infer that for all the experiments conducted, as the context size increases, there are user satisfaction reductions for all the scheduling heuristics. Similar to the sorting class, the bottommost scheduling heuristic performs better than the binary search scheduling and the other scheduling heuristics. The next best scheduling heuristic which comes close to the bottommost traversal in achieving significant user satisfaction gain is the binary search scheduling heuristic, closely followed by topmost and top-variation scheduling schemes. Note that the polynomial algorithms are dominated by Class B threads. The FCFS scheduling scheme performs better than the priority scheduling scheme for the same reasons that apply to sorting class of algorithms. The discussion of results for Multiplication Class and GCD Class (fourth and fifth chart in figure 5 ) of algorithms has not been included due to space restrictions.
ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE OVERHEAD
The performance overhead of the proposed greedy scheduling heuristics compared to the classical scheduling approaches needs to be quantified. Hence, the result graphs are plotted with execution time of the greedy scheduler heuristics on the y-axis and context size along x-axis for every algorithm class. These simulations are run on a processor with 3.791 GHz processor clock frequency. The execution time of these scheduler heuristics is measured in micro-seconds (μs). It is observed that the bottommost scheduling approach has higher performance overhead compared to the other heuristics. Intuitively, this heuristic takes more time to execute because it traverses the morphism table in a bottom-up manner incrementally allocating resources to threads. This is closely followed by the top-variation and topmost scheduling heuristics. The binary scheduling heuristic has relatively lower execution time as the starting position is at the median of morphism entries for all the threads, resulting in a balanced resource allocation. Coming to the classical scheduling schemes, priority scheduling has higher execution time than the FCFS as the latter is a simple scheduling approach compared to the former. The graphs demonstrating performance overhead for the various algorithm classes are shown in Figure 6 . From the graphs it can be inferred that for the proposed scheduler heuristics, a typical scheduling decision takes order of 25 − 30 Micro-seconds (μs) for a context size of 4 applications. This implies that the proposed greedy scheduling schemes are applicable for scheduling intervals in the order of 100 Micro-seconds (μs).
CASE STUDY -MULTIMEDIA APPLICA-TION
Multimedia applications have been extensively used in research to demonstrate the effectiveness of newly proposed embedded architectures and design methodologies. This comes as no surprise since majority of the content consumption applications have multimedia content in streaming or some other form. To illustrate our polymorphic scheduling algorithm, we use two multi-threaded applications which are the basis for several innovative content consumption applications such as video chat, multimedia enabled web browsers, streaming music. For example, a video chatting application may decode video and audio frames transmitted over a wireless network in modern tablet computers. Our application set consists of threaded implementations of decoder for MPEG-2 video and MP3 audio technologies. Figure 7 depicts the high level flow graph of our threaded versions of mp3 and mpeg decoder applications.
Each node in the graph is a set of threads that accomplishes some function and contributes to the throughput of the entire application. Both of these applications have well defined functions and interfaces to decode an audio or video frame. Our thread design encapsulates these functions. The SR and SI are source and sink nodes for the decoder applications. The source node reads the multimedia file and extracts frames from the raw bit stream in the file. The complementary sink node sequences the decoded frames and presents it for display. In Figure 7 (b), the I, P and B nodes process frames of different types. Individually encoded i-frames are processed by the threads in I node. Threads in P and B nodes decode differentially encoded frames by using data in preceding and/or successive frames. The edges between these nodes indicate communication of intermediate data. Our MP3 application is composed of threads in a similar way. Audio frames are decoded from the raw bit stream and processed further by the nodes F1, F2, F3 and F4 in Figure 7 (a). A current audio frame being decoded by a thread in node F4 can have data in any of the nodes F1, F2, F3 which is indicated by the edges in the flow graph. The threaded implementation can be tuned to create arbitrarily large connectivity among threads by modifying the source node SR for either application. For example, several group of pictures (GOP) can be decoded by the source node to increase the number of threads in I, P and B nodes. Our resource set is modeled after heterogeneous systems that have multiple computational resources. We chose two morphisms for every thread in our experiment with polymorphic scheduler, namely a thread can have a software implementation on CPU and hardware implementation on FPGA. Research literature has numerous implementations of the functions of mp3 and mpeg-2 technologies for CPU and FPGA which we use to model the throughput of the flow graphs in threads that can provide better marginal contribution to overall throughput. The flow graph is converted to thread control graph using the information presented before and input to our polymorphic scheduler. The results for comparative user satisfaction from different scheduling heuristics are displayed in figure 8 . The user satisfaction for both mp3 and mpeg applications is less than standalone mpeg application but more than standalone mp3 application. This is a result of our polymorphic scheduler trying to manage the resources between these two applications on the sigmoid function. Extra resources that may not provide marginal improvement for mpeg application are now allocated to the mp3 application and hence there is overall improvement of user satisfaction for both applications.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel approach for polymorphic embedded system design by exploring new design spaces in which user satisfaction is the central optimization goal. The proposed, novel thread scheduler for a polymorphic embedded system is aimed at providing the best user experience for content consumption embedded systems with a rich variety of video and audio application base. Our polymorphic thread scheduler was demonstrated to be effective in a multiple application and multi-threaded framework compared to traditional scheduling schemes for random graphs and multimedia applications. 
